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BRAMS : status of the network and preliminary results
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Re ently, the Belgian Institute for Spa e Aeronomy has been developing a Belgian network for observing radio meteors using a forward s attering te hnique. This network is
RAdio Meteor Stations). A radio transmitter emits a

alled BRAMS (Belgian

ir ularly polarized pure sine wave toward the

zenith at the frequen y of 49.97 MHz. This bea on is lo ated in Dourbes (southern Belgium) and
emits a

onstant power of 150 W. The re eiving network

by radio amateurs. Two stations have

onsists of about 20 stations hosted mainly

rossed-Yagi antennas measuring horizontal and verti al po-

larizations of the waves ree ted o meteor trails. This will enable a detailed analysis of the meteor
power proles from whi h physi al parameters of the meteoroids

an be obtained. An interferometer

onsisting of 5 Yagi antennas is installed at the site of Humain in order to determine the angular
dete tion of one ree tion point, allowing to determine meteoroid traje tories. We des ribe this new
meteor observing fa ility and present the goals we expe t to a hieve with the network.

1

Introdu tion

The Earth's atmosphere is

onstantly hit by thousands

of meteoroids with sizes ranging from submillimeters to
several meters. Their estimated

umulative mass is in

the range of 40 to 100 tons per day. They play a

ru-

ial role in a number of astronomi al and aeronomi al
studies and, given their inter ept velo ities in ex ess of
11 km/s, they pose a signi ant threat to spa e raft.
Traditionally, they have been dete ted by visual means
or with radars during their intera tion with the atmosphere. Here, we propose to study the meteoroid population with the BRAMS (Belgian RAdio Meteor Stations) network, a set of radio re eiving stations using
forward s attering te hniques and a dedi ated bea on
as transmitter.

Its

urrent state is des ribed in Se -

tion 2, while Se tion 3 is devoted to the obje tives of
the proje t. In the

on lusion, the advantages of a for-

Figure 1  Geographi al distribution of the stations of the
BRAMS network. The bla k squares represent the re eiving
stations, and the triangle represents the bea on in Dourbes.
The biggest ities of Belgium, represented by rhombs, have
been added to fa ilitate identi ation of the stations.

ward s attering system over traditional radar systems
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will be briey dis ussed.
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In 2009, BISA, the Belgian Institute for Spa e Aeronomy initiated the development of BRAMS, a Belgian network of radio re eiving stations using forward s attering
te hniques to dete t meteors. This proje t is
in

arried out

ollaboration with about 20 Belgian radio amateurs

or groups of amateur astronomers whi h host several
stations throughout the

ountry (see bla k squares on

Figure 1).
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Figure 2  Theoreti al radiation pattern (in dB) of the beaon antenna in Dourbes, with an 8 m×8 m grid (solid urve)
and without a grid (dashed urve).

The transmitter is a dedi ated bea on lo ated in Dourbes (the triangle on Figure 1). It is a

rossed 2-element

Yagi antenna whi h emits a pure sinusoidal wave with a

8 m× 8 m grid a

ts as the ree tor to in rease the power
≈ 64◦ ; see Figure 2). With

emitted upward (HPBW

onstant power of 150 W at 49.97 MHz. This frequen y

this grid, the total gain is in reased by 3.6 dB. The sta-

is prote ted to avoid ambiguity about the origin of de-

bility of the frequen y of the Dourbes bea on is se ured

te ted meteor e hoes. The bea on in Dourbes has been

with a GPS dis iplinated OCXO (Oven-Controled Crys-

a tive sin e September 2010.

tal Os illator) 10 MHz referen e.

Sin e O tober 2011, an
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A typi al re eiving station is made of a 3-element Yagi
antenna linked to an ICOM IC-R75 re eiver by a
ial

oax-

able. The re eived signal is sampled by an external

USB sound

ard (Behringer UCA222) and stored on

a lo al PC. With 20 re eiving stations spread over Bel-

1. By using data from a single re eiving station, a tivity proles of meteor showers (number of e hoes
versus time)
radi

an be obtained by subtra ting spo-

meteor e hoes from all e ho

a tivity proles must be

ounts. These

orre ted for the observ-

gium, we in rease both the number of meteor dete tions

ability fun tion of the station, whi h des ribes its

and the

sensitivity for dete ting meteoroid e hoes from a

han e of having the same meteor dete ted si-

multaneously by several stations. This last point is es-

spe i

sential for the determination of meteoroid traje tories,

bee k, 1997; Steyaert et al., 2006). The a tivity

sin e ea h dete tion yields information about only one

proles of the main meteor showers will be stud-

point of the traje tory. This requires a very good syn-

ied and

hronization of the stations, whi h is a hieved by using

dire tion in the sky (Hines, 1958; Ver-

ompared to results from prior resear h.

Mass indexes and ux densities will be

al ulated

the Meinberg NTP (Network Time Proto ol) appli a-

for meteor showers and sporadi ba kground using

tion and a lo al GPS (Garmin GPS 18x LVC Sensor) as

the method developed by Belkovi h (2006) and

referen e

lo k. A

ura y of at least

1

ms is expe ted.

The GPS and the output signal from the ICOM re eiver
are sampled simultaneously by the external USB sound
ard to mitigate signal laten y. Ea h station generates
approximately

2

GB of data per day. These data are

temporarily stored on lo al hard disks and sent monthly
by postal mail to the IT fa ilities of BISA, where all data
are analyzed and ar hived. In these data there will be a
large number of meteor e hoes but also a large number
of spurious e hoes su h as ree tion of radio waves
on planes, sporadi

E, thunderstorms, et .

as well as

lo al broad-band interferen es. A software program is
urrently being developed to automati ally dis riminate
meteor e hoes.

2. Simultaneous dete tion of a meteor by several stations allows in prin iple to retrieve some information about the meteoroid traje tory. We will test
a method proposed by Nedeljkovi

The station in BISA (lo ated in U

le in the south of

rossed 3-element Yagi. With this setup, we will mea-

(2006) exploit-

ing the fa t that a meteor trail is tangential to a
family of ellipsoids with the re eivers as one foal point and the transmitter as the other one
(spe ularity

ondition). If the meteor is also de-

te ted by the interferometri

station in Humain,

the problem is simplied as we then know the
angular dire tion of the ree tion point for this
parti ular geometry.
tion point

Brussels) is also equipped with an additional antenna,
a

Ryabova (2008; 2009).

The height of this ree -

an be obtained for shower meteors,

but is still unknown for sporadi

meteors. How-

ever, for underdense meteors, it

an be estimated

from the exponential de ay of the power prole

sure both polarizations (horizontal and verti al) of the

(with the use of a good atmospheri

meteor e hoes and

as MSISE-00) and for overdense meteors, it

ombine them to obtain the total

model su h
an be

This will allow us to

estimated with the method proposed by Carbog-

perform quantitative analyses of the signal in order to

nani et al. (2000). With the 3D position of one

retrieve physi al parameters of the meteoroids.

spe ular point and with dete tions of the meteor

An interferometer

the meteoroid even for sporadi

power ree ted by the meteor.

by other stations, we
onsisting out of 5 Yagi antennas is

an retrieve the traje tory of
meteors (Wislez,

installed in the radio-astronomi al site of Humain to

2006). Eventually, the goal is to produ e a map

determine the angular dire tion of the ree tion point
◦
within 12 a ura y. Humain is lo ated about 60 km

tribution of meteor radiants and to

northeast of Dourbes. We use the 5 antenna

similar ones obtained by opti al or radar means

tion of Jones et al. (1998),

ongura-

onsisting of two orthogonal

linear arrays of 3 antennas with the

entral one

in Sun- entered e lipti al

oordinates of the disompare it to

(e.g., Campbell-Brown, 2008).

om-

rossed

3. For a given meteor, when the geometry is fully

3-element Yagi antenna used to obtain the total power

resolved, the study of the power proles give a -

mon to both arrays. The

entral antenna is a

of the in oming waves like in the BISA station. To get

ess to several important physi al parameters if

information on the angular dire tion of the ree tion

the te hni al

point, the phases of the signals from the 5 antennas are

tion (antenna gains, polarization of the ree ted

ompared. For this purpose, the phase of the 5 re eivers

wave,

hara teristi s of the re eiving sta-

alibration of the a quisition

ard, et .) are

are syn hronized by a 10 MHz referen e os illator sim-

perfe tly known (Wislez, 2006). These

ilar to the one used for the bea on in Dourbes.

isti s will only be known for the stations in U

hara terle

and in Humain. For the others, we will only have

3

Obje tives of the proje t

reasonable estimates.

The ele tron line density

at the ree tion point

an be

omputed from the

maximum of the power prole.

If the ele tron

line density is obtained in several points of the
With the BRAMS network, we aim for the obje tives

meteoroid trail (from multi-station observations),

des ribed below. They are separated a

the initial mass of the meteoroid

ording to wheth-

an be estimated

er they require with a single station, several stations, or

with models of meteoroid ablation in the Earth's

several stations and the interferometer.

atmosphere (e.g., Campbell-Brown and Kos hny,
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2004). The ambipolar diusion

75

oe ient

an be

ba ks atter systems suer from the e ho

eiling sele -

obtained from the exponential de ay of under-

tion ee t, whi h limits their views on faint and fast

dense meteors and yields information on the me-

meteors. Forward-s atter setups are mu h less vulnera-

teor's height. The speed of the meteoroid

an be

determined by several methods: (a) from Fresnel
os illations if these are present and if the signalto-noise ratio of the data is large enough, (b) from
initial rise times of the power proles if the meteor is observed by several stations (requiring a
good syn hronization from the various stations),
and ( ) from the Doppler ee t for head e hoes
(see below).

ble to this sele tion ee t, hen e yielding a less biased
meteoroid population.
To our knowledge, there are only two other forwards atter systems run by professional astronomers:
Bologna-Le

the HRO system at the Ko hi University in Japan (Yamamoto et al., 2007). The former has only 2 re eiving
stations and no interferometri

apabilities while the

latter has only 6 stations. BRAMS

4. Head e hoes are asso iated with the ionized region in front of the meteoroid.

Therefore, these

e hoes in spe trograms show a large Doppler effe t due to the high velo ity

omponent of the

obje t along the line of sight. If su h an e ho is
dete ted by at least 3 stations, we

an in prin-

the

e-Modra system (Cevolani et al., 1996) and

ombines the obser-

vations of at least 20 stations that will allow improved
multi-station analysis and will also have the additional
advantage of an interferometri
You

system.

an nd the latest information of the proje t on

our website:

http://brams.aeronomie.be.

iple retrieve the total velo ity of the meteoroid
(Ri hardson and Kuneth, 1998; Steyaert et al.,
2010).

In

ombination with an ablation model,

the meteoroid mass and density

an be estimated.

Comparison with the results on head e hoes obtained with High-Power Large-Aperture (HPLA)
radars will be

onsidered.
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lo ity of the in oming parti le, the next step is to
al ulate the orbital parameters of the dete ted
meteoroids. A
a

orre tion must be applied for the

eleration produ ed by the gravitational fo us-

ing of Earth as well as for the Earth's helio entri

velo ity. Knowing the orbital parameters on-

tributes to a better understanding of the distribution and evolution of material in the Solar System.
6. Another advantage of having stations with dual
polarized antennas is the ability to investigate the
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